
WRITING A NEWSPAPER REPORT KS2 GEOGRAPHY

Included are 2 detailed lesson plans with curriculum links and 3 newspaper templates (2 differentiated layouts to be
done by hand; their rough drafts, 1 to be done on a computer; their good copy). Literacy-Lesson-Plan-newspaper2.
Newspaper Report Planning Template.

Display the headline-less stories on a classroom bulletin board. Students find studying language in media
interesting, but and the focus of the lesson is not to simply identify, but also to infer and deduce from the text
to show how the target audience is addressed. This week, Education World offers ten additional reasons -- in
the form of ten terrific classroom activities -- for you to use newspapers in your classroom. As a follow-up to
the activity, you might ask students to design their own ads using one of the propaganda techniques studied.
Ask students to cut out the newspaper stories they read each day and put each one in the appropriately labeled
shoe box. Remind students to make a note of the answers to their questions. What factors, such as gender,
geographic location, or age, might have influenced the effectiveness of each technique? Drama methods
include freezes, improvisation, interviews, hotseating and presentations, and the scheme is also great for
prompting further creative writing activities. Download the whole lesson plan here. Then distribute a list of the
following propaganda techniques: Bandwagon -- the implication that "everybody else is doing it. Glittering
generalities -- using "good" labels, such as patriotic, beautiful, exciting, that are unsupported by facts. Ask:
Which techniques were most effective? What country is that city in? Ten of the reasons teachers find
newspapers such effective classroom teaching tools are detailed in the NIE feature "Why Use Newspapers?
Ask each student to search the newspaper for stories that illustrate each of the five themes of geography --
location, place, human interaction and the environment, movement and communication, and regions.
Understand the media. It focuses on creating story, looking at pivotal moments, exploring character and
feelings, reporting, representing and recording news items. When the stories have been completed, provide
each student with the story that originally accompanied the headline. Create a chart showing how students
rated each product. Read a map. What countries or bodies of water border the country on the north, south, east,
and west? Arrange students into teams, and use the question-and-answer combinations to play a Jeopardy type
of current events game. Snob appeal -- the implication that only the richest, smartest, or most important people
are doing it. Discover eight great sites that will help you link the day's news to your curriculum and challenge
students to look beyond the news! Combine the pages into a classroom dictionary.


